
• AOPA Aviation Summit 

(Formally AOPA EXPO)  

November 5-7 Tampa, Fl 

• AERO Friedrichshafen 

April  8-11 Germany 

www.aero-expo.com 

• SUN-n-FUN    

www.sun-n-fun.org       

April 21-26    Lakeland, Fl 

• EAA AirVenture  

www.airventure.org         

July 26 – August 1           

Oshkosh, Wisconsin 

 

 

New MT Propeller — Performing great on D model test Aircraft 
Waco Classic is proud to announce that we have partnered with MT Propeller of 

Germany to developed a new elliptical (taper tipped) propeller for the WACO 

YMF-5C & new D Model.  The propeller is an Ash wood  laminate  and approved 

for up to 300 hp.  A new MT hub will be required.  Testing is being performed   

concurrent to the D model certification program.  Photo below of new propeller 

on D model test Waco. 

Highlights: 

• Amelia Earhart Movie 

• Digital Waco (p 2) 

• D Model Test        

Program update (p.4) 

• Canopy– almost 

ready (p. 2) 

• Going ALL glass (p. 3) 

• New MT Prop (p. 1) 
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Show calendar: 

Over 100 new  items added to Waco’s Web Store: http://www.wacoclassic.flyingcart.com/ 

  Amelia Movie—Good for Classic Aviation by Bernard CHABBERT 

Now showing at a theater near you is the movie “Amelia”, Staring Hilary Swank 

and Richard Gere, an epic movie recounting the story of Amelia Earhart and her 

aviation adventures.  We recently received this letter from a customer recalling his 

adventure of ferrying his Lockheed Electra that was used in the movie, from 

France to South Africa.  With his permission, I have it for your enjoyment: 

 

Once upon a time, during the early 

hours of July the 2nd, 1937, as the sun 

went rising over the infinite expanses 

of the Central Pacific Ocean, a silver 

and orange fuel-starved twin engine 

monoplane crashed in the water a 

few miles away from its destination, a 

speck of an island called Howland, a 

sandbank a mile long, half a mile 

wide, with no trees and no particular features, not even a hill. The aircraft was a 

Lockheed Electra, named after a star in the constellation of Taurus. Its pilot was 
(Continued on page 5) 

 

Richard Gere, Antoine CHABBERT & Hilary Swank in South  Africa 



We are mid-stream in a project to move to electronic CAD drawings  for the Waco YMF, simplifying 

conceptualizing, design changes and submittals to the FAA.  SolidWorks drawing of YMF Frame: 

Moving design work to CAD has allowed the engineers to better conceptualize the de-

sign and test the function of the new canopy system in the computer verse multiple hand made prototypes 

on a real airplane.  Once the designs are done, the data can then be sent directly to a CAM systems for Ma-

chining on CNC machining centers.  We expect to have the new Canopy ready before this winter, having de-

cided to subcontract development and fabrication of the canopy system to an outside firm as our internal 

resources are committed to D model certification ef-

forts. Some of the design requirements we are working 

towards including  are: 

• Removable by one person in only a few minutes 

• Eject-able in flight 

• Minimal structural changes to aircraft 

• Can be retrofitted to older aircraft 

• Weather tight. 

• Good looking! 

 

 

 

We expect to have detailed  

drawings  at AOPA Summit ! 

Canopy Update 

SolidWorks Waco 
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You haven't seen a tree until you've seen its shadow from the sky. - Amelia Earhart  

Technician using CMM to model aircraft surface 



Now this is a First - not one round instrument in the airplane: 

• Garmin G500 

• Garmin GTS 800 Active Traffic 

• JPI 930 Engine Analyzer (standard 

on all new aircraft) 

• Garmin GNS 430 WAAS GPS 

• Garmin 696 w/ Weather & XM 

• L3 Trilogy backup Instrument 

• Garmin GTX-327 Transponder 

• 300 HP & Fuel Injection 

 
 

 

Going Glass—Current D model on Production Line. 
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"Never interrupt someone doing something you said couldn't be done."  AE 

In busy, high-density airspace, pilots are challenged to “see and avoid” other aircraft that may be climbing, 

descending, or cruising in their vicinity. Alertness and vigilance are critical. But for added protection, nothing 

beats Garmin’s GTS™ family of ADS-B enhanced Traffic Advisory (TAS) and Traffic Collision Avoidance (TCAS I) 

Systems. Featuring exclusive Garmin CLEAR CAS™ technology, these innovative systems provide accurate, 

dynamic traffic surveillance – with ATC-like spoken audio alerts to help you quickly respond to potential flight 

path encroachments. 

Life-Saving Technology at a Money-Saving Price 
Feature-rich yet affordably priced, the Garmin GTS 800 system is designed to bring full TAS traffic surveillance 

capability well within reach of most GA pilots and their budgets. It offers power, range and performance 

comparable to systems costing far more.  

It Sees More. So You Worry Less 

The GTS 800 can track up to 60 traffic targets simultaneously – and depict up to 30 intruder threats at a time, 

depending on the display being utilized. Offering 40 watts of transmit power, a +/- 10,000-foot vertical sepa-

ration maximum, and a typical active interrogation range of 12 nm in the forward direction, the GTS 800 sys-

tem will interface with a variety of compatible system displays in the cockpit. So it doesn’t require added 

panel space for a dedicated control/display. 

Voice Alerting Helps Keep Heads Up, Eyes Out 

Instead of the generic “Traffic, traffic” voice alerts of some earlier-generation systems, the GTS 800’s exclu-

sive CLEAR CAS technology provides for expanded audio messaging in an ATC-like verbal format: “Traffic. 

One o’clock. High (or Low or Same Altitude). Two miles.” If surveillance bearing information is not available 

on the intruder, “Traffic, No Bearing” is called out. By vocalizing more specific traffic-spotting information, 

pilots know instantly where to look without going “eyes-down” to locate the intruder target on the cockpit 

display. Obviously, this can save vital split-seconds in a fast-converging traffic situation. 

Antenna Options to Optimize Performance As a value-priced TAS system, the GTS 800 offers performance, 

utility, and installation flexibility that’s ideally scaled for most single-engine piston aircraft. In addition to the 

basic TAS remote transmitter/receiver/computer LRU, GTS 800 comes standard with a single top-mounted 

directional antenna. Bottom-mount directional or omni antennas are also available as an extra-cost option to 

help optimize coverage and prevent target drop out during turns and maneuvers.  

 

Garmin introduces GTS 800 Traffic  



 

Certification Program Update 
 

NEW 300 HP WACO YMF-5 “D” Model 
 

Chief test pilot Carl Dye reports dramatic performance improvements over the current C model. The combination of the new Jacobs 

R-755 A2 300 HP engine and new design MT propeller are producing almost unbelievable results.  Performance is expected to im-

prove dramatically in all areas of flight.   Initial data suggest a substantial improvement in climb, 5+ knot improvement and top 

speed and reduced takeoff distances.  The test program should be completed within the next week with official performance numbers 

available soon there after. We hope to have the test aircraft available for demo flights at the upcoming AOPA Summit in Tampa, 

Nov 5 - 8. 

 

Carl’s thoughts, October 20, 2009 

From: Carl L. Dye 

To: Peter Bowers 

Subject: First flight of 300 HP YMF 

The initial flight of our WACO YMF with the 300 Hp. Jacobs engine was accomplished today and although no official data has yet 

been developed, preliminary results were very favorable. The R755A2 engine and the new MT wooden fixed pitch propeller appear 

to be a perfect match. The MT prop is the same diameter as the previously used Sensenich at 92 in but with 8 inches less pitch, 60 in 

as opposed to 68 in for the Sensenich. With the engine having a higher rated horsepower at the same RPM, I was expecting this prop 

to not have enough pitch to hold the engine speed below the max allowable at full throttle level flight but was quite surprised to find 

that this was not the case. In fact during takeoff and climb the engine speed remained below 1950 RPM with full throttle and a climb 

speed of 75 IAS. This is comparable to the 275 HP version but the rate of climb was greater. In level flight at full throttle the RPM 

stabilized at 2200 and about 127 MPH IAS. This is 5 to 7 MPH better than the Sensenich equipped 275 version. When cruising flight 

was established at 2000 RPM, IAS was 112 MPH, again about 7 MPH higher than my experience with the B2 equipped YMFs. This 
excellent performance must be a result of a very efficient propeller blade design that seemingly combines the attributes of both a 

climb and cruise propeller and is able to take full advantage of the additional power available. At best power, fuel consumption will 

be about 16 GPH but will yield about 5 MPH higher IAS. At an economy power setting of 1900 to 1950 fuel burn will be about 15 

GPH and will see about the same IAS as with the B2 version. Keep in mind this is preliminary data and the weeks ahead will allow 

us to produce real numbers. 

Carl 

Highlights of the new D model include: 

 

More Horsepower – new Jacobs R755-A2 300 HP with a 1400 hour TBO 

JPI EDM 930-7 Engine instrumentation as standard. 

New MT Taper Tip Propeller 
Hamilton-Standard 2B20 continues as option 

Deluxe leather interior standard 

Front cockpit brakes now standard 

New lightweight wheel pants and wheel pant fairings 

New circuit breaker panel location 

Redesigned instrument panel w/ engineered vibration dampeners 

Standard ultra bright LED landing and identification lights. 

Simplified avionics packages 

Relocated ground start plug and redesigned electrical system saves 8 lbs. 

Redesigned landing gear pistons and seals 

Numerous serviceability enhancements 
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(Amelia - Continued from Page 1)    

 

one of the world’s  most famous women, Amelia Earhart. With her was her highly respected navigator, Fred 

>oonan. They were never seen again, and legend took over.   Seventy one years later, while skiing in the Alps, 

I received an e-mail from an American movie production company, saying you own one of the few surviving 

Electra's, what about having it play the role of Amelia’s aircraft in our coming film about her ?  

 

If you own an Electra (of which no more than a dozen are still in existence), you’ve fantasized about the possi-

bility of such a message. The Electra is a masterpiece among flying machines, an art-déco utterly civilized, 

refined, sophisticated airplane whose wings seem to have been mysteriously filled by the Burbank factory wiz-

ards with an endless and magical potential for adventure. 

Then the Hollywood people sent me some details : Amelia was 

to be Hilary Swank, the young woman with two Oscars. Ame-

lia’s husband, George Putnam, was to be Richard Gere, tal-

ented film director Mira >air was in charge, photographer 

was Stuart Dryburgh of  “The Piano“  fame. That was a 

dream came true. 

But to materialize that dream, we had first to bring the Electra 

from France to South Africa where they were going to film the 

aerial scenes along seven different locations, and that voyage 

was a very major problem… 

 

When she disappeared off Howland Island, Amelia had flown 

17,000 nautical miles since her departure from California. 

Including the filming flights around South Africa, we’d have to 

cover 19,000 nautical miles. 

Our Electra, nicknamed « Hazy Lily » after her registration F-

AZLL, serial number 1287, was 67 years old. Men now gone 

had written in her logbook the details of an incredible history, 

1287 having served as the US naval attaché in London flying 

limousine during WW II, then having been between 1946 and 

1952 Sydney Cotton’s second Electra. Cotton, businessman 

and major spy for Her Majesty’s Intelligence Service since 

1938 and a great pal of Ian Fleming, had been Fleming’s in-

spiration for James Bond ; so Lily is James Bond’s aircraft. 

Somebody even stated that this very aircraft had been used by Michael Curtiz for the filming of 

“Casablanca “, but there’s no formal evidence about that… 

 

Moreover, when I got the e-mail Lily was inside a hangar, engineless, propeller less, some air scoops badly 

bent : we had had a hairy moment the autumn before, when the landing gear retracted on its own while taxiing 

because of an electrical glitch, and she ended on her belly. Expensive noise… 

 

The production wanted us to be in South Africa by a given Sunday of July : thus we had only four months to fix 

everything, find two new engines, have two new propellers made, and more. We had to plan, organize, antici-

pate a strange trip around Africa : in 1937, such a voyage would have made us front page stuff in the world’s 

newspapers. We soon found out that we were to duplicate a flight at least equivalent to what Amelia had done 

in her time, just to honor her through some flying shots in a movie about her. 

Only she was a world star and people did their best to help her achieve her goals, while we were going to be 

aeronautical nuisances crawling across the whole length of the African continent aboard our slow and low-

flying machine burning aviation gasoline in a world now exclusively gulping kerosene for its fast jets, trying to  

fit into a system designed for continent-leaping liners. 
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We were a thing of the past when Amelia had been a thing of the future. >evertheless, and despite many sleep-

less nights, we went on because we wanted to help telling Amelia’s story. 

 

We : a team of friends, all pilots, all addicted to flying this very old, strange machine. Most of us, starting with 

my son Antoine, are professionals flying for airlines, some experienced in African flying. Then there’s a girl in 

the team : Eve, my wife, who’s spent twenty-five years flying as a stewardess (half of this on Concorde), and 

who has been the decision-maker when we choose to buy the almost wrecked Electra in June 2000 and bring it 

back to impeccable flight status. All of us had nightmares while preparing the trip, fueled mostly by bureauc-

racy : the new engines, fresh from a workshop in Oklahoma, stayed locked in a customs warehouse half a mile 

from the aircraft for ten days, waiting for some stamps. Same with the propellers arriving from Toronto, the 

week before the planned departure date… 

We organized the whole thing in three parts : ferry flight down along the West coast of Africa, filming flights 

across South Africa, and return ferry flight along the eastern coast. Each part was to be handed over to one 

particular crew. 

 

So with only two and a half weeks to spare before the first planned shooting Sunday, the old Electra, fresh out 

of the French civil aviation inspection and renewal of its certificate of airworthiness, lifted off from Anne-

masse airfield, near Geneva, towards the east coast of Spain… We barely had had time to test fly it before 

leaving for good. But the old beast was a real adventurer, and flew on without a hiccup. 

 

Two days later, it crossed the Straits of Gibraltar and landed in Tangiers, Morocco, where we had confirma-

tion that using credit cards to pay for landing fees, gasoline and hotels was not seriously possible across Af-

rica. 

So my wife had to rush to the bank, get a big envelope filled with banknotes of all kinds, find herself an after-

noon flight to Casablanca where the morning after she handed the cash to the crew during the pit stop of sorts 

she had organized there. Soon after that we understood that finding proper aviation gasoline was going to be 

the Problem. 

 

The weather of course was another problem, but we had expected those whitish skies saturated by blinding 

sun, bad visibility, and between the tropics the usual rows of thunderstorms found during this time of the year 

because of the intertropical convergence : heavy warm rains, low drifting dark grey atomic cells going down 

to the ground surface… 

 

Despite that, things went well, right on time, until reaching Bamako, on Sahara’s southern border. Then the 

weather turned hard. The crew had to scratch one full day in Bamako because of torrential rains. Then they 

went to Lomé, on the Gulf of Guinea shore, only to find that despite e-mails and faxes, there was no gasoline 

available. Lily had only two hours of fuel left in her tanks, the options were either to fly east into >igeria, and 

our insurance company said « no way that’s too dangerous », or fly west, i.e. backwards, to Accra, where ac-

cording to airfield rumors there could be some leftover avgas… They landed in Accra with fifty minutes of 

flight left, found gas of questionable quality after some searching, paid a small fortune for it and the morning 

after, a Friday, took off for a flight across the shark-infested Gulf of Guinea, towards Libreville. They bumped 

into huge clouds, zigzagged around heavy rainfalls and had to fly low and slow, skimming the waves, more or 

less on the right heading. That’s when they overflew an island named Malabo. They called the local airport, 

and to be on the safe side asked if by chance they had avgas down there.  

 

The answer from the tower was « no sir we don’t, and as you did not request landing clearance you are not 

authorized to land ». So they flew on, over the ocean again, but a short while later Malabo called back, an-

nouncing that after closer checking they did have avgas there and that a landing clearance was granted. So 

they turned back, and after landing were met by the Kalashnikovs… The whole thing was a trap. 

They stayed there for three days, convicted of violating Equatorial Guinea’s airspace. With the help of some  

friendly diplomats, a solution was found and they finally were told that paying in cash a fine of 7500 Euros 
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would cover the violation. As they found out, returning to the Electra after payment, that the on-board cash 

box had disappeared while the airplane was under the local police watch, with 3500 Euros in it, that made for 

an expensive stop. 

 

The second crew, myself included, was already in Cape Town, having joined there the film crew, all 175 of 

them. I had to explain that getting to the Cape on time was not assured, and the overall stress level went up to 

the stops and stayed there within our team. More was to come when after Douala and Libreville they had to 

cross Angola, Africa’s largest oil producer, where again no avgas was available. So we had to charter a small 

twin-engine cargo aircraft in >orthern >amibia, load it with five drums of gas, and send it to Luanda. It took 

five hours to carry the fuel north, five more to bring the cargo back south, and totaling the costs gave us the 

world’s most expensive refill at 42 US dollars per gallon… 

 

Finally, the exhausted and elated crew landed in Cape Town at the last possible moment. It was Friday late 

afternoon, and we still had to strip the aircraft of its original paint and redo it in Amelia’s colors, in 24 hours, 

which was only possible because of the film props specialists. Anyway, on the preplanned Sunday, the aircraft 

was ready. 

 

The filming took three weeks and was a trip into time, space and legend. We had first to get rid of the emo-

tional inputs of the ferry flight down and make sure the aircraft would perform without a cough. That’s many 

hours of tender loving care and oily, dirty work, under Daniel Koblet's direction. 

 

The old, graceful lady of the skies instantly became a part of the cast. Everybody called her « the Electra », 

and Hilary Swank, for one, immediately and naturally acted as if she and the aircraft really were Amelia and 

her Electra. The day of her birthday we were filming at Rand Airport, Johannesburg. During lunch break, 

cakes were set on the tables while we all sang « Happy birthday Hilary », and Richard Gere went on to serve 

the ladies in attendance. Later, during the afternoon, Hilary was locked into the cockpit. It was hot inside, the 

sun beating the aluminum fuselage, it was smelling gasoline and oil, and she was a bit unwell. With her, sitting 

on the floor, was Antoine, to give a hand if necessary. After another umpteenth take from the outside, she sud-

denly went quiet and said in a low voice « when I was a little girl, I wanted to be a film actress. I really wanted 

that. And now it’s my birthday, and here I am, a film actress… » 

Little happy moments like that, dozens of them. 

 

We crisscrossed South Africa, getting from one location to the other, chasing the film crew, and the old air-

craft never coughed. We flew difficult scenes, like Amelia’s last take off from Lae, in >ew Guinea, when her 

Electra was so overloaded that she had to make a dive towards the sea to desperately grab some airspeed af-

ter barely lifting off from the airstrip above the beach. We did that 22 times. Or filming at night Amelia’s take 

off from Calcutta under monsoon rains, four times in a row, from an almost black, unlit dust strip lost in the 

high grounds north of Cape Town… Then the air-

craft became a real actor, not only a piece of décor. 

The pilots worked with the film crew, bringing their 

ideas to make things more emotional and not only 

documentary. Everybody in the aircraft team had in 

their minds the reference of « Out of Africa » avia-

tion scenes, and we were all determined to do it 

better. 

 

At the end of it, we knew we had done something 

unique, flying the old machine low above Victoria 

Falls, skimming the Okavango Delta desert, slip-

ping between vertical mountain slopes, caressing 

endless soft beige sand dunes near Port Elizabeth… 
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"The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest 

is merely tenacity. The fears are paper tigers. You can 

do anything you decide to do. You can act to change 

and control your life; and the procedure, the process 

is its own reward."   

Amelia Earhart 
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Then it was over, and the Electra and its crew were left alone in Johannesburg, with the return ferry flight 

ahead. That’s when it became really difficult. 

 

It was a slow voyage, with again bureaucrats trying their best to make things complicated. The crossing of 

Lake Victoria, a hour and a half affair, took three days because of some stamps not arriving on some useless 

papers. The crossing of Sudan was made using car gasoline of dubious quality, because there was no avgas at 

all and no way around places like Juba, which is considered by the United >ations relief teams as a quite un-

safe place to be… In Cairo, they sold us gasoline at 30 dollars a gallon, and charged 1000 dollars for parking 

one night in the open. But then there was magic in Entebbe, and also while flying along the >ile up to Luxor, 

low and slow above history. 

 

Finally, the Electra landed at its base near Geneva. 

 

She had flown a total of 170 hours in eight weeks, and never missed a beat. She had been in the hands of seven 

aviators, not mere pilots, who had lived with her the adventure of their lives. 

She had brought all of us deep into a time-warp trip, and made us understand in the flesh what had been Ame-

lia Earhart’s personal truth. The only regret we have is that Hilary never flew the Electra. She would have 

loved it, we know. 

 

Then, a few days after the Electra was brought back into her hangar, I went through Purdue University’s Ame-

lia Earhart archives, and explored rows after rows of photos of her to cure the aftermath blues. My dad had 

been an aviator with Aerospatiale and Air France, from 1929 on, flying the mail between France and South 

America. He was posted in Dakar, Senegal, when she landed there a few weeks before she disappeared in 

1937. I knew my dad had met her then, when the Air France people helped her with some mechanical issues. 

 

And then it all became clear in front of my eyes : three photos, labeled “Amelia at the Aero Club dinner, Da-

kar”, were showing Amelia, Fred, and my dad standing by a table ready for a banquet of sorts. 

That was the proper ending for the adventure we’d been through, as if Fate had organized it all in grand style. 

 

Bernard CHABBERT 

 


